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QUESTION 1

Which two are true about automatic block repair? (Choose two.) 

A. Automatic block repair can repair blocks with no standby database if DB_BLOCK_CHECKING = TRUE. 

B. Real-Time Query must be enabled on a physical standby database for automatic block repair to be done on that
physical standby database. 

C. Real-Time Query must be enabled on a primary database for automatic block repair to be done on any of its physical
standby databases. 

D. It is not possible for media corrupt blocks. 

E. Real-Time Query must be enabled on a physical standby database for automatic block repair to be done on its
primary database. 

Correct Answer: BE 

BE -> In both cases to repair (Primary or Physical Databases) you must enable RTQ on the Physical Database. 

 

QUESTION 2

Which three are true about the tools for diagnosing Oracle Database failure situations? (Choose three.) 

A. The ADR command-line utility (ADRCI) can package incident information to send to Oracle Support. 

B. The Automatic Diagnostic Repository (ADR) has a separate home directory for each instance of each Oracle product
that is installed and uses it. 

C. Flashback commands help with repairing physical errors. 

D. RMAN can always repair corrupt blocks. 

E. The ADR can store metadata in an Oracle Database repository. 

F. The Data Recovery Advisor uses the ADR. 

Correct Answer: ABF 

ABF are correct. Easier to say why the others are incorrect. 

C - Flashback is a logical tool. It cannot repair a physical error. 

D - incorrect. RMAN cannot always repair corrupt blocks, for example - a DB in noarchivelog mode.... 

E - ADR is an offline, file based, utility. It does not exist within the DB itself. 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/database/121/ADMIN/diag.htm 
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In which three situations can you use threshold server-generated alerts to help diagnose and fix problems? (Choose
two). 

A. when free space in a dictionary managed tablespace falls below a specified percentage 

B. when free space in a locally managed tablespace falls below a specified percentage 

C. when the total number of locked user account exceeds a specific value 

D. when the number of logons per second exceeds a specific value 

E. when a resumable statement is suspended 

F. when the total number of logons exceeds a specific value 

Correct Answer: ABF 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Which three are true about transporting databases across platforms using Recovery Manager (RMAN) image copies?
(Choose three.) 

A. By default, the transported database will use Oracle Managed Files (OMF) 

B. Data files can be converted on the destination system. 

C. Data files can be converted on the source system. 

D. A new DBID is automatically created for the transported database. 

E. Databases can be transported between systems with different endian formats. 

F. The password file is automatically converted by RMAN. 

Correct Answer: BCE 

A is wrong. There is no default, file can either be OMF or user managed. 

B is correct. Use the RMAN CONVERT DATABASE ON DESTINATION PLATFORM clause. 

C is correct. Use the RMAN CONVERT DATABASE ENW DATABASE clause. 

D is wrong. Use the DBNEWID Utility (the only way to change a DB\\'s DBID) on the new destination to change the
DBID. 

E is correct. We use the RMAN CONVERT clause. 

F is wrong. The password file is "outside" the database and must be manually re-created on the new destination if you
do not want to use OS authentication. Also, this file does not need conversion. 

 

QUESTION 5
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Which three actions are performed by the Oracle Preinstallation RPM, oracle-database-server-xxxx-preinstall, for Oracle
Grid Infrastructure, where xxxx is the Oracle version and release? (Choose three.) 

A. performing checks to ensure minimum configuration requirements for Oracle Grid Infrastructure are met 

B. creating the oracle OS user 

C. creating the OSDBA (dba) group 

D. creating thte oraInventory (oinstall) group 

E. creating the grid OS user 

F. configuring the OS for Oracle Automatic Storage Management shared storage access 

Correct Answer: BCD 

When installed, the Oracle Preinstallation RPM does the following: Automatically downloads and installs any additional
RPM packages needed for installing Oracle Grid Infrastructure and Oracle Database, and resolves any dependencies
Creates an oracle user, and creates the oraInventory (oinstall) and OSDBA (dba) groups for that user As needed, sets
sysctl.conf settings, system startup parameters, and driver parameters to values based on recommendations from the
Oracle Preinstallation RPM program Sets hard and soft resource limits Sets other recommended parameters,
depending on your kernel version Sets numa=off in the kernel for Linux x86_64 machines. Reference:
https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E11882_01/install.112/e41961/prelinux.htm#CWLIN2932 
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